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Wrong Way
32' (9.75m)   2005   Boston Whaler   320 Outrage
Lunenburg  Nova Scotia  Canada

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer:Boston Whaler
Engines: Hull Material: Fiberglass
Engine Model: Cruise Speed:
Engine HP: Max Speed:
Beam: Cabins/Heads:/
Max Draft: " Fuel Type: Gas/Petrol
Water: Fuel:

$109,980
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Data Sheet

Category: Cruisers
Condition: Used
Model Year: 2005
LOA: 32' (9.75m)

Fuel Type: Gas/Petrol
Hull Material: Fiberglass

Engines/Generators
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Summary/Description

Only two owners from new, and primarily run by the same family the past dozen seasons. Not launched in 2022 as
owner is now downsizing to a smaller whaler.

This is a memory maker type boat! The current owners brought her from the Ottawa River, Ontario down the St
Lawrence Seaway to her current home near Lunenburg NS. This Outrage 320 has seen by water Montreal ,Quebec,
Tadoussac, Fiords of the Saguenay River, Matane, Gaspe, Carleton-sur-mer, Bay of Chaleur QC ,Summerside &
Charlottetown PEI, Baddeck & Bras d' Or Lakes NS with the odd trip to Shelbourne and Halifax NS for engagements.

The design provides for a safe comfortable ride due to it's stability and balance with plenty of power.

Rare to find an Outrage in this size that has no bottom paint and an aluminum triple axle trailer low hours(@69 /season)
on strong Mercury 275's that are fully serviced. Available current compression test completed June 2023 on request.

The option list is extensive on this 320 including electric head with vanity in console plus full electronics including radar,
autopilot, plotter, AIS, VHF, depth sounder.

Built to be enjoyed offshore or along shore with friends.

She has a few minor scuffs in her paint and her deck cushions need some love but if you are looking for a big, strong
platform at less than 25% of current replacement, maybe we have the right boat for you.

Manufacturer Provided Description

At more than 32 feet in length with a wide 10-foot 2-inch beam, the 320 Outrage is Boston Whaler's biggest outboard
model yet.

Its deep-V hull features a 23-degree deadrise at the transom, delivering the ultimate ride in superior comfort. But that's
just the beginning of the range of features anglers will find in this fabulous fish-fighting machine.

With a high 28 inches of interior freeboard, stainless steel toe rails and cockpit coaming pads, angling feels more
comfortable and secure than ever. There's an enormous amount of storage space for rods and gear in handy areas
throughout the boat.

There are three insulated, in-floor fishboxes with pump-out. And the prep station includes a sink, tackle boxes, tool
holders, cutting board and livewell with raw-water fill, as well as a trash receptacle.
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